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A F T E R W O R D

When I left my hometown Alpignano to visit Nikhef for the very first time, it
was the 14

th of December 2008. I have vivid memories of that trip. The first one
is a strong, wide, exciting sense of magic, when I first saw Amsterdam peeking
out from the darkness framed by the airplane window. Under a pitch black sky,
small houses and round shapes of water were shining everywhere, in yellow lights.
Walking around Weesperbuurt that night, all things were soft in the fog and despite
the cold air I felt the place was somehow warm to me, lively with people and bikes
and crowded cafe’s.

The second memory I have is a memory of smiles and excitement. All the people
I met at the jamboree were extremely friendly to me, in a sincere and open manner.
That was probably the sign I needed to be sure I was going the right way, with that
big life decision which is called: moving out of your own country. I still remember
Niels pushing me around with big smiles and contagious energy, Antonio driving
me to Nikhef with small jokes in-between serious talks, and Chiara and Daan,
eating their sandwiches in a break and telling me: you are the new girl right? and
we smiled.

The ingredients of my new Dutch life were all already there, in those first two
days of ice and fog and broodje kaas.

The first person I’d like to thank is Martin, who believed since the beginning
I could support him with the Pile-Up project, despite my scarce experience with
hardware and electronics, and who always willed to take a sheet of paper and
draw a sketch of the famous clock scheme, nog een keer, till the last day of my
PhD. Martin, you are one of the most patient, helpful and positive teachers I ever
met. You are also the very first Dutch scientist I worked with, and my faith and
esteem in the Dutch society are probably greatly biased by your way of “being in
charge”, constantly supportive, extremely knowledgeable, never arrogant, always
encouraging. Grazie Martin, I owe you a lot.

For a student in a big collaboration, having an almost personal detector to study,
use and improve was a priceless experience. It made me, at times, scared, doubtful,
stronger, more responsible and excited. It also allowed me to be in contact with
many people from various LHCb groups. Thank you to the Lumi people, to whom
I think I did not bring enough contribution but who helped me nevertheless, thank
you to the L0-triggers, for sharing knowledge and always remembering the little
Pile-Up among the bigger ones, and thank you VELO crew, because you encour-
aged and supported my work. Kazu, Karol, Stefano, Kurt: thanks for the knowl-
edge transfer, the piquet-dinners and the many laughs together. Silvia, thanks for
helping to start the alignment of the Pile-Up and Jan, thank you for making it pos-
sible, in the end. Your guidance (and late evening discussions) have been crucial.
I also have a thank-word for Paula, who gave an enthusiastic twist to my view of
the Pile-Up, and for the fellow shifters and “people of the pit”, who put some joy
in those days & nights spent in the artificial light.
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218 After word

The first part of my PhD, the “Pile-Up times”, had a strong nomadic sense at-
tached to it. That’s something you experience when every new place and social en-
vironment feels great, but at the same time you still long for the old nest. Dragged
back and forth, from the past to the future, with only friends to hold you in place.
To these friends of my first years I owe my happiness far from home, because they
taught me not to stop loving who I was and to start appreciating who I was going
to be. For this I thank especially “i carini” Giada, Chiara e Gabriel, who welcomed
me in their lives with no hesitation, my first officemates Besma and Matheu, and
the guys, Faab, Eduard, Gordon, Sipho, Alex, Hegoi.

One year and a half at CERN was possibly the most socially intense period
of my life. Thank you Juha, Lene, Yisel, Valerio, Petri and all you guys of the
lunch/skiing/swimming/lets-go-to-the-lake-list. A special kiss goes to the hottest
and smartest women of the CERN population: Silvia and Antonella, thank you
for so many good things together, from (badly managed) party’s to picnics at La
Terrasse, from nightly support while hard working, to the great Greek holiday, and
beyond. AAAAAAA , Gianni, Salvatore, Mic: you have been the best bunch of
big brothers I could have asked for. You made my StGenis life the least tidy and
most food-filled I ever had, taking care of your chaotic and hyperactive housemate
in a lovely way. I will never forget the funny (...) snowboard joke and the sadness
when I left. A little kiss to the nose to YoYo, who used to sit on my radiator, and a
manly pat to the amazing coche morado, which brought me safe around so many
times, up to the snowy mountain, down to Italy and finally to the Dam.

Moving back to Amsterdam was certainly a huge step, it felt like the end of my
wandering attitude and the attempt to start a more homey, grown-up one. And it
has been so. Marcel, you are probably not aware of this, but the biggest help in that
transition came right from you. Thank you for your strong support in finalising
the Pile-Up projects (I remember very well you and Jan staring at my code to crack
the alignment puzzle) and for your encouragement when I had troubles seeing
the value of my work, but most of all I am grateful because all your help came
just spontaneously. The added value of being in the Bfys corridor at Nikhef, with
respect to CERN, mainly lied in feeling the true interest you showed in the outcome
of my studies and the worry for my happiness at work. I believe this attention you
show for the “human” environment at work and the effort you place in facing
divergences or dissatisfactions make the group a precious and unique place to be.

The second and Dutch half of my PhD rolled around the search for the “beauty
in the crowd”. It was good to have the opportunity to switch from a detector-
focus to a real “hard-core” analysis environment. I’d have probably not survived
its challenging and stressful dynamics without the constant guidance of Francesco.
Frà, è buffo pensare che 7 anni fa ci incontravamo per la prima volta nella cucina
dell’ostello. Chi l’avrebbe detto? È stata una fortuna e un onore averti come “mio”
postdoc. Stimo (e invidio ,) il tuo approccio al lavoro, il tuo essere sapiente,
costruttivo e creativo allo stesso tempo. I really wish you a great career in physics,
you have all the values to be a successful and beloved boss.

A big thank you goes to the B0
s → µ+µ− crew, who welcomed me and gave me

trust since day-one. A special thank-word to Fatima and Barbara for the misId in-
puts, to Johannes and Matteo, for being always positive (even when the discussion
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was keeping us busy at night or in the weekend!) and to Diego for the feedback to
my thesis chapters. Robert, it was always pleasant to listen to your “beautiful the-
ory”. Thank you so much for the patient explanations and suggestions, I wish the
Theory and Bfys Nikhef groups to keep their collaboration fruitful and enjoyable.

Another person has been essential to complete my PhD: Antonio. Despite his
tons of activities and responsibilities, his supervision has always proved constant
and effective, especially in the last and hardest phases of the “writing project”.
Antonio, thank you for your unique way of being encouraging, pragmatic and
straightforward at work. Every time I entered your office with my usual wagon of
doubts (am I gonna make it? shouldn’t we make another plan??), I always left then
with that necessary additional bit of confidence and energy which saved me from
paranoia. Antonio, thank you for having the right words at the right times for me,
for understanding my down moments and building a nice “Bsµµ” group at Nikhef.
Mi mancheranno le tue lamentele sulla mia musica in ufficio e “these bullet points
suck!” rimarrà il migliore commento mai ricevuto a bordo-tesi ,.

I have a big thank-word for many more people at Nikhef, sorry I won’t be able
to mention you all. Thanks to the Bfys crew, the old and new PhD’s and the Atlas
and R&D friends. Efharisto Vasilis, for bringing a spell of Mediterranean groove
to the group, and Panos, for being my good guitarist! Grazie Priscilla, for good
chats and dinners, Max&Higgs, for giving shelter on a very snowy evening, and
Maurizio, it was great to bike together to the sea and have that awesome true-pasta
in Haarlem. Rose the climber, Roel the salsa master and Siim the cool boy: your talks
and silences helped me a lot when times were not amazing, you have been a great
office team. Thank you Lisa, Rolf, Daniel for the PhD council experience: I think
it brought something good to Nikhef and taught something new to us. Thank you
Sara for giving me the great opportunity to write for the EGI newsletter and to have
a critical eye for my summary, and Tjalle, Gabriel, Daan: thanks for translating it
in Dutch. One day I’ll be able myself, promise. Dox, I have a nice memory of you
skateboarding the Atlas alley, one evening of late work. Thank you for being there
in those months, and don’t let work overcome that groove of yours.

And I know this is possibly the longest after-word ever produced, but I’m still
not done: if you are wondering where you’ll be mentioned, this might be the part
for you. I would like to thank “the Brits” for the nice days in Thoiry (it’s always
sunny in your sun room) and the chaotic ones in Bristol. Lars, it did not go as we
thought, but it was worth trying. Keep facing the horizon, everywhere you go.

My life in Amsterdam has been and is great thanks to some special awesome pals
who managed to keep up with my (at times moody) euphoria for life. Isolde, you
are the True Smart blondie who can make a difference: thank you for your boosts
of love&energy. Nika, thanks for bringing a lot of sun to our rainy dutch days
at home! and Tatjana, you have been a unique housemate, with inspiring ideas,
incredible cooking talents and a warm caring smile I miss a lot. The most Italian
Russian of all times.

Many people asked me in the last year why I decided to stay in Amsterdam. One
strong reason is surely and simply that I like it here, I love the city and I feel it still
has lots to teach me and more ways to make me happy. But there is another reason,
and that lies in the good friends I made on the way, who many times hugged me
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when I needed it and laughed with me when I was being silly. Annalisa e Bertita,
holders of the secret of the unfussy prettiness: grazie for being here for me. I can
still picture the weird look of the waitress, during one of our first dinners together,
when she realised we were not talking boys or shoes, but experiments on mice.
Gracias Berta, per tutto l’aiuto (y to sabes cuanto) e per essere fantastica come sei!
Te quiero mucho, y espero que no te vas de Amsterdam. Tambien porque tenemos
que aprender holandes juntas, no?

Daan, Robin, Chiara: it has been great. Chiara, che mi ha insegnato ad essere
meno rigida con me stessa e a “lasciar andare” qualche volta, che gli orari sono a
volte solo costrizioni mentali, che ci si può innamorare in una sera soltanto. Robin,
whose eyes smile when he doesn’t and carry the power of silent empathy, who was
there to listen so many times, and made me understand I was not alone when I
was lost. And Daan, multi-gifted Daan. You know I will never be able to thank you
enough! for just sitting without questions when I was the drama-girl at home, for
filling TweedeLooiers with music, warmness, friends, laughs, for letting me join
your arty life for a while and introducing me to the wanders of the awesome pizza
Ristorante...Daan, you have been family for me. Grazie.

When you leave for four years, which then become more and nobody will know
exactly for how long till that time is already past, when you go, those left behind
will open a strong, sweet and bitter cut in your innermost part. It’s a feeling of guilt,
of emptiness and “wrong” you will try to overcome with unsuccessful hysterical
(ab)use of calls, texts, fb, mails. Mental communication, too. Who knows if my
mental calls ever reached out there? In any case, I feel I was not present enough
for you guys, but you stayed, we worked, in qualche modo abbiamo tenuto. Pigola
Cate, Chiara, Acca, Lava, Dido, Kina & the Pipes, grazie, perchè quando torno mi
fate ancora e sempre sentire a casa e vi voglio un sacco bene.

And most of all, my constant silent mind talks went and go to my family, to
hug them day by day even if I left, and it still feels so hard to say. They are
the most amazing people one could happen to be born with (and that is the only
thing you cannot really choose in life). To my uncle Felice, who taught me to
be always positive and generous, to my little nonna Ninna, who speaks me my
roots, constantly, and taught me how to be a free woman. To my parents, who
taught me everything else: about math and science, about responsibility, respect
and love, about travelling and culture, music, pasta with seafood, about being tidy
(ok, maybe this failed...), about being good to people and being independent, about
trying harder if it doesn’t work and about giving up, sometimes. Mamma e papà,
scusate se ho scritto quasi tutto in inglese, ma vorrei che gli altri sappiano.

The last line goes to Tjalle, who can round my edges with no harm, keep me on
earth when I go too far, and poke me to jump further ahead when I’m stuck with
thoughts. Thank you for keeping me sane during the last and hardest part, je bent
goed voor mij. That chocolade & aardappelen smoothie was definitely the right
choice to make.



It won’t last so be bold,
choose your path, show soul, live fast and die old.

from Live Fast Die Old, Frank Turner [135]


